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Shaun Gladwell’s Apologies 1-6

    

Adaptation: Between Species

BY DAVID BALZER   July 14, 2010 21:07

I am not the first to say this, but The Power Plant’s summer group

show this year, “Adaptation: Between Species,” is overfull with

videos and films. This re-emphasizes some issues, by this date

perhaps intractable (and certainly fresh in mind from The Power

Plant’s Ryan Trecartin show), with the display of contemporary,

time-based art. To wit, videos and films need space; they are not

paintings and cannot be curated salon-style. This puts limitations on

the amount of work that can reasonably be shown, or at least suggests certain spatial prerequisites:

here there are discrete rooms only in the east gallery and upstairs, and when that option is provided,

the work shines so much more. One is reminded of that old saw about a painting only taking a moment

to consume but a lifetime to last; videos may leave the same impression, but when some are upwards of

30 minutes long, and there are over a dozen of them, a viewer’s patience is inevitably tried.

Despite this, “Adaptation” rightly takes on one of the premier themes in the millennial art world — the

kinship between humans and animals, and the prolific attempt by artists to topple persistent cultural

notions of a great chain of being. Only a few works seem out of place: Hew Locke’s post-colonial

identity-politics photograph Tyger, Tyger is working a different angle than most of what’s here; Mark

Dion is a perfect choice, but, similarly, his Maquettes doesn’t quite fit right.

Shaun Gladwell’s Apologies 1-6 video is the obvious highlight: a series of unforgettable scenes in which

the artist, clad head to toe in motorcycling gear and resembling Robocop, stops on the side of Australian

highways on his bike to cradle and move kangaroos struck by cars. UK artist Marcus Coates’ two video

pieces also linger. Coates is a self-professed shaman (though the dubious seriousness with which he takes

that designation is part of his shtick), and in one of the longest videos here, Journey to the Lower

World, he consults, both absurdly and creepily, spirits of the animal world with a bunch of council-flat

Liverpudlians.

In the gallery’s black-painted upstairs — always conducive to more quiet, reverential art experiences —

there is outstanding work by Javier Tellez (featuring a group of blind people encountering an elephant),

Michelle Williams Gamaker (featuring the artist playing dead with her dogs) and Rivane Neuenschwander

(featuring ants carrying pork fat– and honey-soaked confetti). Pack a lunch.
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